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Creating Space for Wanna-Be Writers: 
Reflections on Our First Summer Youth Writing Project
Katherine Higgs-Coulthard, Michiana Writers’ Center, &
Stephen Fox, Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis, Hoosier Writing Project
Abstract
This article describes a two-week summer writing project designed as enrichment for 
young writers. Intended for children in grades three–five who have an affinity for writing, 
the project provides a space in which students may develop and improve their writing. 
The authors explore the components of the program, providing insight into the hands-on 
activities and behind-the-scenes planning that culminated in a public reading and book-
signing party. They illustrate how such a summer writing project recreates for students 
the valuable experience teachers have in such summer institutes. Ultimately, these 
summer projects can become valuable professional development for teachers as well.
Setting the Context    
Sheila, Carrie, and I (Katherine) first met during a National Writing Project (NWP) 
Invitational Summer Institute. As three of only a handful of elementary teachers in that year’s 
project, we bonded over yogurt-dipped pretzels and homemade lemonade. NWP summer 
institutes bring together 15–20 teachers of all levels, K–college, for 18–20 days of intensive 
professional development. Two main tenets of the NWP are that teachers of writing need 
to be writers themselves and that teachers can teach each other better than outside experts, 
though research in the field and partnerships with university faculty are certainly valued (see 
Gray, 2000; Lieberman & Wood, 2002; NWP and Nagin, 2003). So the three of us spent 
that summer practicing the writer’s craft, writing and responding to writing daily. Seeing 
ourselves as writers gave us a new perspective on our identity as teachers of writing.
At summer’s end each of us returned to our own classrooms, armed with a new 
understanding of the writing process and our role as teachers of writing. Working daily 
with young writers, each of us longed to provide them with the extended immersion and 
validation as real writers that we had experienced during our summer together. 
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When we reconnected at a state writing project network retreat in February 2008, 
we talked to our writing project director Steve Fox (coauthor) about creating a summer 
writing project for local children. Steve and I had read about other writing project 
sites doing summer youth writing camps, and we were able to talk with other teacher-
consultants at the retreat about their experiences hosting such camps at their sites. 
Steve’s enthusiasm and insight enabled us to give form to our fantasy, and out of this 
collaboration, Stories from the Lemonade Stand, the name of our anthology and summer 
youth writing project, was born.
Through all the stages of planning and implementing this project, our vision was 
to create a space for young writers that would replicate the energizing experience we 
teachers had in our summer institute. The pressures in the regular classroom sometimes 
constrain students from experiencing what it means to be a writer: choosing one’s own 
purposes and topics, taking time to see a writing project through to completion, and 
seeing one’s writing reach its intended audience. Testing, a focus on isolated standards 
and uniform curricula, make it difficult for even the most dedicated teachers to create the 
kind of writing community that we know all writers need. As Graves (1994) pointed out, 
Now we struggle for quality time with our students in the midst of 
inflated curricula, constant second-guessing by administrators and 
parents, and days punctuated by frequent interruptions.…With so little 
time to teach we have to decide what endures. (pp. xv-xvi)
We hoped a summer writing project would provide a focused but relaxed setting in 
which teachers and students could flourish as mentors and writers. In this project, we 
could provide students the time, choice, and response, writing process elements that 
Graves (1994) emphasized are essential conditions for learning to write. 
At the February 2009 NWP Indiana-Network Retreat, the codirectors from the 
Appleseed Writing Project (AWP) reminded participants of the upcoming special issue 
of scholarlypartnershipsedu that would focus on writing partnerships. At that time I 
decided to use this as an opportunity to further develop my own writing skills. Again, I 
approached Steve for support. This time it was not money I needed but a writing partner. 
He agreed to work with me as a writing partner, creating space for me to write a narrative 
of my experiences in developing a summer youth camp. As the following narrative will 
demonstrate, our hopes for a camp were realized, and as teachers, we learned new things 
in the process that will not only inform future summer youth writing projects but also 
our classroom teaching. The narrative, written in my voice, shows the multilayers of 
writing development provided through networks of writers. Although Steve has worked 
extensively on this narrative analysis with me, the narrative analysis is presented in my 
professional voice.
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Planning the Project
Our first decisions were simple. Sheila belonged to a local church that was willing to 
donate space to our program as part of their outreach ministry. Additional funding came 
from the fees we charged students to register and from Steve, the Hoosier Writing Project 
site-director, who pledged to allocate some writing project funds toward stipends for the 
three of us as instructors. A brief survey of comparable summer camps in the Indianapolis 
area revealed that parents would likely be willing to pay $75 for 10 mornings. 
Choosing the student population that we would serve was more difficult. Each of 
us had connections with particular schools, so we invited students from those areas. 
Deciding the age range on which to focus was even harder. All three of us had worked 
primarily with elementary students in our careers, so it was natural that we invite 
children in that age range. While we enjoyed working with primary students, we felt that 
intermediate students would be better able to enjoy the type of intense writing activities 
we had planned. In order to maintain the quality of the program, we would need to limit 
attendance to a ratio of no more than eight students to every teacher.
With the logistics taken care of, it was time to focus on the fun part: planning 
activities to fill the 30 hours we would spend with students. In our initial planning 
sessions, Sheila, Carrie, and I pored over our writing project summer institute binders. 
Nearly every page had activities that we just had to do with the kids. As we added activity 
after activity to our “must-do” list, we grew more and more excited about the hands-on 
nature of our program. Unfortunately, as we mapped out the minutes we would actually 
have with the students, we realized that through our attempt to expose them to many 
different writing experiences, we were short-changing them on the time they would 
need to truly invest themselves in the writings they generated. That engagement — the 
chance to take an exposure and make it your own — was the real magic we remembered 
from our own participation in the writing project. We had to make some tough choices 
in order to build in enough time to allow that magic to occur. But how would we make 
those choices?
As we debated why one activity was more worthwhile than another, a few themes 
emerged in our choices. We routinely agreed on activities that allowed for student choice 
and focused on writing as communication and shared interaction. Additionally, Fletcher 
(2006) in Boy Writers examined several characteristics of writing programs that seem to 
be successful with young males (social interaction, self-selected topics, experimentation, 
immediate response, allowing a range of emotions, comfortable space), and we wanted 
to be sure to include at least some of those. Once we were able to identify that those 
were factors that we all valued, the decisions became much easier. Eventually, we settled 
on splitting the project in two. The first week we would provide multiple and varied 
writing immersions designed to help students gain confidence as real writers, while the 
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second week would allow time for small group and individual reflections through which 
writers would revise at least one piece of their own choosing for inclusion in a group 
anthology. This design would incorporate, in compressed form, what Ray (2002) calls the 
understandings and strategies that writers need to learn.
Diving Right In: Ourselves as Writers
We really wanted to establish our project as a place for real writing to occur, so on the 
first day we began by introducing ourselves to our young writers not as teachers, but as 
fellow writers who would be their guides while they explored their own needs as writers. 
As part of that process, we committed to write when they wrote, so that we not only 
pointed the way for them but also joined them on the journey (Graves, 1994; Ray, 
2002). To set the tone, Sheila introduced the idea of the writer’s notebook as a place to 
capture ideas by reading the following passage from Fletcher’s (1996) A Writer’s Notebook:
Writers are like other people, except for at least one important difference. 
Other people have daily thoughts and feelings, notice this sky or that 
smell, but they don’t do much about it. All those thoughts, feelings, 
sensations, and opinions pass through them like the air they breathe. Not 
writers. Writers react. And writers need a place to record those reactions.
That’s what a writer’s notebook is for. It gives you a place to write down 
what makes you angry or sad or amazed, to write down what you noticed 
and don’t want to forget, to record exactly what your grandmother 
whispered in your ear before she said good-bye for the last time.
A writer’s notebook gives you a place to live like a writer, not just in school 
during writing time, but wherever you are, at any time of day. (pp. 3-4)
As a follow-up activity we created our own writers’ notebooks by affixing pictures 
and words culled from old magazines to the front of spiral-bound notebooks. We stressed 
that at least some of the pictures/words should be images that stimulated the imagination 
and could serve as writing prompts. Many children found pictures that intrigued them 
but that they did not feel belonged on their own notebooks. As a parallel activity, we 
encouraged them to glue those pictures and words to the outside of our writers’ block, a 
large shoebox with a slit in the top. 
Our writers’ block was created by the children as a place to go when they could not 
think of anything to write about. We invited the writers to add ideas daily to the writers’ 
block, in the form of images glued to the outside or writing prompts or topics written on 
scraps of paper and inserted through the hole in the top. Several times during the two-
week project, we used the writers’ block to stimulate writing marathons (see Goldberg, 
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1986, pp. 150-153), where we challenged the group to write to several different prompts 
in rapid succession, all chosen from their contributions to the writers’ block.
Another component vital to establishing ourselves as real writers was our “Meet the 
Author” wall. On the first day of the project, we used a digital camera to take individual 
pictures of participants. After studying a variety of author pages from published books, 
each child created his or her own author page, which was posted on the wall with his/
her picture. While the primary intent of this activity was to foster confidence as writers, a 
secondary and equally important purpose was to build a sense of community within the 
group. Such bonding would be vital to the success of our second week, when writers were 
expected to share and receive feedback on their work.
Writing Immersions
Secret Messages
In addition to establishing ourselves as writers, the first day was also an important time 
to lay a few important ground rules for our time together. In Boy Writers (2006), Fletcher 
suggests that writing activities with strong social components serve to pique boys’ interest 
and keep them actively engaged in the writing process — and this holds true for girls as 
well. Therefore, our first writing immersion, Secret Messages, was chosen for its ability to 
demonstrate that writing is fun and interactive. 
The idea for Secret Messages comes from Kelly’s (2006) book Writing With Families, 
which describes his experiences working with family scribe groups through the Fremont 
Family Writing Project in Las Vegas. While we changed the initial writing prompt to 
“A Writer’s Notebook,” the form and function of the exercise remained true to Kelly’s 
description. We invited writers to record a brief reflection on the purpose or function of 
writer’s notebook on small strips of paper. The strips were rolled up into tiny scrolls and 
inserted into balloons, which we inflated and carried outside to our circle. For the sake 
of ease, we divided the group arbitrarily in half. At the word “Go” each balloon was sent 
flying, with everyone doing their best to keep the balloons afloat as they batted, kicked, and 
swatted the balloons in all directions. At the word “Freeze,” each person seized a balloon of 
a different color than the one with which he/she began and popped the balloon to retrieve 
the secret message. 
In a popcorn type approach, we invited each participant to read aloud his or her 
found message, jumping in whenever the message seemed to best fit. As messages were 
shared, we taped them on a large piece of poster board. After all the messages were 
affixed we used the poster board as a physical model for the process of revision, moving 
chunks of the poem around as we discussed our reasons for doing so. This activity helped 
us think about the purposes for keeping a writer’s notebook but also demonstrated the 
collaborative nature of writing and the writing process.
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Artifact Writing
We thought it important to provide an opportunity for participants to get to know one 
another better through nonfiction writing, so on the second day, we invited everyone to 
bring an object from home that they considered to be representative of themselves. The 
artifacts were placed around the room with pen and paper. Writers circulated the room to 
record probing questions about the artifacts. Sample questions included “Who does this 
item make you think of?” and “What do you feel when you hold this item?” This activity 
is always used in our writing project summer institutes for teachers, and the adults find it 
as stimulating as the children did. 
Our mini-lesson for the day focused on personal narrative and the craft of taking a 
personal experience and turning it into more than just a diary entry. Particularly helpful 
is the idea of looking for a universal truth, something about the experience with which 
everyone can identify. We talked about layering detail and emotion so that the reader 
becomes drawn in as a participant rather than standing aloof as a casual observer. As with 
each mini-lesson, participants were given time to practice this new strategy.
Descriptive Writing
Many of our young writers had heard the phrase “Show, don’t tell” from their classroom 
teachers, so we used that as a natural bridge for our discussion of descriptive writing 
focusing on the color poetry of Mary O’Neill (1989) from Hailstone and Halibut Bones. 
Most participants easily grasped this and paired up to create their own color poems. 
When it came time to share, the newly created poems reflected that students had 
taken the “Show, don’t tell” principle to extremes, focusing almost exclusively on the 
visual sense. Their poetry, while beautiful in its inclusion of color and graphic detail, was 
almost completely lacking in other description.
To bring sensory writing to a more concrete level and to encourage the inclusion of 
other senses, our next activity involved the creation of mud pies. Our writers scoured 
the pages of cookbooks, examining dessert recipes for descriptions to make our mouths 
water. They highlighted words that spoke of texture and taste, smell and sight, and were 
surprised to find a few auditory descriptors in recipes as well.
Next, participants divided into heterogeneous groups of four and were invited to 
use various edible materials, such as chocolate pudding, graham crackers, cookies, and 
candies, to create the ultimate mud pie. Before these masterpieces of culinary perfection 
could be devoured, their chefs had to name their creations and write a description worthy 
of publication in a recipe book entitled The Ultimate Mud Pie. It was quite a competition!
Fiction Writing 
For our final immersion we wanted to focus on story structure, specifically beginning, 
middle, end, as is common in the type of middle grade fiction our participants currently 
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read. As a model, we chose Peet’s (1982) The Whingdingdilly. This picture book is longer 
than most and representative of the types of plot twists that will sustain middle-grade 
interest without becoming too cumbersome to illustrate story structure. 
As we read the beginning of The Whingdingdilly, participants created a list of the 
strategies Peet uses to introduce his story world to his readers. As we discussed the items 
on the list, we were able to organize them into the three general categories of setting 
(mostly description), character (also description), and hook (to pique the reader’s interest 
and introduce the beginning of the story’s problem).
Writers then began their own stories, working to include each component from our 
list and stopping just after the hook. The stories were taped to the bottom of wire clothes 
hangers and hung from a clothesline strung across the center of the room. 
We returned to Peet’s book to model the middle of a story, focusing on the importance 
here for building tension through the deepening of the story problem. Then each writer was 
encouraged to choose a hanger at random from the clothesline. The writer’s job at this point 
was to read the writing and on a new piece of paper take up the storyline where it had left 
off, working in the middle portion of the story and stopping at a pivotal moment, creating 
a cliffhanger, which they attached to the story beginning with clothespins. (See Edgerton, 
2007, for ideas on fiction writing that emphasize “hooking” the reader.)
The process was repeated for the ending, with an emphasis on climax and resolution. 
It was hilarious to see the twists and turns each writer added to the stories and how truly 
different the story became in the hands of each new author.
Stepping Back: Re-Visioning and Reflection
While the focus of the first week was to build confidence in ourselves as writers through 
immersion in multiple and varied writing experiences, the primary goal of week two 
was to practice the writer’s craft of revision, with particular emphasis on focusing and 
reflecting. With this in mind, our group dynamics shifted to allow smaller, heterogeneous 
response groups. 
Once the response groups were formed, writers were encouraged to choose one piece 
of work that was polished enough for eventual inclusion in our anthology but that could 
stand some revision. This was a tough decision for most of the participants. They had 
a hard time understanding the difference between work that was ready to be published 
and work that was not. So much of school writing is geared toward the completion of 
superficial assignments, requiring only the basics of mechanical mastery, that students 
seldom are required to think deeply about whether they have truly accomplished in their 
writing what they set out to do. As Graves (1994) observes, 
High on our new list is teaching children to read their own work. We 
teach them how to read books but not how to read their own writing. 
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I see too many folders and portfolios filled with papers that reveal little 
significant change. Unless we show children how to read their writing, 
their work will not improve.…we shift the responsibility for their writing 
to them, where it belongs. (p. xvi).
For the second week, then, we wanted to help the children move beyond the 
superficial question “Am I done yet?” which accompanies a checklist mentality, and 
replace it with a sense of what real writers do. They continually revise a piece until it 
says exactly what the writer needs for it to say. Although many of our writers made their 
selections quickly, Carrie, Sheila, and I met with each child individually to ensure each 
piece would be manageable within the remaining time. 
During the remainder of the week, daily mini-lessons focused on revision techniques. 
Especially helpful were the lessons that we borrowed from Fletcher and Portalupi’s 
(2007) Craft Lessons: Teaching Writing K–8. While all of our participants have certainly 
used a pencil and eraser before, and most were familiar with a computer’s cut and paste 
tool, when we placed actual scissors in their hands and required them to physically cut 
apart their writing to manipulate it into different structural arrangements — changing 
the order until it made sense — it was more than just seeing the light bulb go on in one 
child’s eyes: a whole city block of circuit breakers had been flipped. They saw the effect 
location can have on the meaning of a word or phrase. Additional mini-lessons focused 
on word choices, such as the need for strong verbs or clear transitions.
What made our second week particularly helpful to these young writers was the time 
we provided following each mini-lesson for writers’ workshop. We provided more than an 
hour of uninterrupted time each day where writers could reflect on the pieces on which 
they had chosen to work, experimenting with the strategies demonstrated in the mini-
lessons and receiving feedback from their response group.
The final day of the project was spent conferencing with our writers. Each participant 
submitted at least one piece of writing to our anthology (most writers submitted two or 
three pieces). Thanks to some additional help from one dedicated parent, all submissions 
were typed up prior to the final day. Sheila, Carrie, and I met with each author 
individually to go over the final copy, ensuring that what would appear in the anthology 
represented their best work. 
Culminating Event: Watch Out World, Here Come the Writers!
Perhaps the most validating event of our entire summer project was the culminating 
activity. Two weeks after our last session, the writers were invited to reconvene for our 
Publication Party. Barnes and Noble Booksellers graciously allowed us to use their 
space free of charge and arranged several tables, allowing plenty of elbow room for our 
33 authors. 
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It was hard to tell who was more excited by the unveiling of the anthology — the 
authors themselves or the fans who had turned out to receive autographed copies. A 
local news crew was on hand and filmed our introductory ceremony along with the four 
authors who volunteered to give public readings of their work. 
Once the formalities were out of the way, the real fun began. Parents, grandparents, 
siblings, and even a few non-relatives created a serpentine line throughout the bookstore 
as they waited for their turn to receive a copy of Stories from the Lemonade Stand, 
personally signed by each of its 33 contributing authors. But it wasn’t just a book and an 
autograph these fans wanted. They wanted what all fans want: a chance to chat with real 
writers, to ask them what it’s like to write a story, or where they get all their great ideas. 
And our writers had all the answers.
Writing Camp Reflections 
Like any new experience, the Summer Youth Writing Project (SYWP) was a time of 
learning for us as well as for the young participants. We’d love to be able to say it went off 
without a hitch, but we knew all along that there would be things we’d want to improve 
on for the next year. And so when things went awry, we took notes and chalked it up as 
a learning experience. We felt it vital to know what the kids and parents thought and so 
we hosted an open house on the last day, where we passed out surveys with our lemonade 
and cookies. Our findings are discussed below.
Student Commentary
As I read through the participant surveys, I was struck by the way they echoed the same 
feelings Sheila, Carrie, and I had expressed following our initial writing project summer 
institute. These young writers seemed thrilled to have found kindred spirits and saddened 
that our time together had come to an end. Their suggestions centered around two themes: 
time for writing and choice of topics. Over and over the camp survey feedback indicated 
facilitators need to plan for more time to write and more choice in writing topics. 
As adult writers, Sheila, Carrie, and I had devoured each moment of writing 
time given to us at the writing project summer institute. Writing topics were often 
prompt driven, but the idea of real writers making their own choices has been a central 
component of more recent advanced institutes. In our initial planning of the SYWP, we 
tried to remember a writer’s need for time and choice, but somewhere along the way 
things derailed when it came to choice. I believe it was in no small part our lack of trust 
in a child’s sense of self as writer. 
This lack of trust is not entirely baseless. It comes from years of classroom teaching 
experience where students raise their hands and say they can’t think of anything to write 
about. So when faced with the choice of prompt or no prompt, we panicked and picked 
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prompts out of fear of a room full of raised hands and blank pages. And we filled each 
moment with activities thinking that we would keep them busy so they couldn’t tell us 
how boring writing was. But these were not the kids that sat in class and scribbled along 
the margins during writing time. These were the writers that always had more to add and 
never wanted to stop when it was time for gym or library or lunch. 
Next year, I believe we may be able to trust that we are in a room full of kindred 
spirits — writers who are deserving of choice and time to write. We can return to the 
wise counsel of Graves (1994), who insisted, “Children need to learn how to choose their 
own topics when they write” (p. 106). Graves, Ray (2006), Fletcher (1996), and others 
show how we can draw on our own experiences as writers to help our students find ideas 
for writing. Our use of the writer’s notebook might need to be more central, holding 
equal pride of place with selected prompts, so that each day of the first week, our young 
writers are mining their own notebooks and lives for topics, and sharing with each other 
the ways they find seeds for writing projects (Ray, 2006). We could even tell students 
before the summer project begins that if they already have a writer’s notebook, they 
should bring it with them the first day.
Parent Commentary
The number one reason parents cited for signing their children up for the SYWP was to 
increase their child’s writing confidence. On the survey the majority claimed to notice an 
increase in that confidence as well as their child’s enthusiasm for writing. Parents noted 
that often their children would climb into the car wanting to share what they had written 
that day. One family reported that they had planned to pull their two daughters out for 
the last day in order to leave for a family vacation, but once the project was under way, 
the girls launched a campaign to postpone the trip (to a waterpark!) as they were having 
so much fun writing.
Parents also had suggestions for improving future SYWPs. One mom suggested 
that it be lengthened, as her son was “just getting on a roll.” Another suggested that we 
open up the project to include special needs children. Additional suggestions echoed the 
children’s own requests for more time for writing and greater control over writing choice.
One phenomenon that we found disheartening was the tendency of a few parents to 
respond to the survey with answers that implied they were unable to judge the validity 
of our program until they could see how their children did in school or on standardized 
tests in the fall. While it is certainly our goal to give the children transferable strategies, 
we consider our program a separate space, where young writers can come for the joy of 
writing without the pressure of grades and test scores hovering over them. We also want 
young writers to be able to evaluate their own writing, rather than relying on the external 
validation of teachers or tests. The larger question, one which summer youth writing 
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camps alone cannot answer, is how to help adults (parents, educators, and policy makers) 
understand what the writing life is about.
This disconnect between parent expectation and school outcome, although 
frustrating for all concerned, is not unheard of. In our case, we wondered if it might 
have been due to our failure to clearly communicate the purpose of the SYWP. The 
brochure described the project as “a writing project for children who want to be writers,” 
which includes “activities that promote creativity and enrich language development.” As 
interested parents called with questions, I found myself in long conversations with those 
who wanted “tutoring” and “remediation” for their children. Many parents believe that 
writing is a set of skills to be taught, practiced, and tested. If we want parents to begin to 
value writing as a process, we must teach them what that means. 
Implications for Future Youth Writing Projects
As we write this article, we are also planning the 2009 SYWP and registrations are 
already rolling in. Based on our experiences and the feedback of instructors, participants, 
and parents, we have decided to make the following changes:
• The project will be subdivided to include the following age divisions:
- SYWP Intermediate Grades 3–5, two weeks, mornings only
 -  SYWP Middle School Grades 6–8, one week, mornings only   
Initially we hoped to make the middle school project the same length as the 
intermediate project, yet as we put out feelers into the community, parents 
informed us that middle school students feel pulled in multiple directions, 
making a two-week summer commitment difficult. 
 -  Advanced Young Writers Project (AYWP), by invitation only, two days,  
9 a.m.–3 p.m.
•  The AYWP will be open to all past participants of any grade level. In this intensive 
two-day project, the young writers will be encouraged to bring their own writing 
projects, much as teachers do in the Writing Project Advanced Institutes. They will 
also collaborate on the creation of a website and anthology wherein project writings 
may be published. AYWP members will be encouraged to serve as mentors/editors 
for one another and for the publication opportunities we have created.
•  Less emphasis will be placed on writing to prompts, and more time will be given for 
sustained writing. 
•  Although it was a minor complaint, and not at all mentioned on the surveys, several 
children expressed disappointment in the appearance of the anthology. The project 
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made them feel like real writers and they wanted a book worthy of real writers, not 
the same sort of comb-bound book their teachers have been producing all along. 
As a result, we have raised the cost of the project slightly this year in the hope that 
we may be able to afford a hardcover book through a print-on-demand press like 
Create Space.
Steve has suggested that we consider using the SYWP as professional development. 
In fact, National Writing Project sites are expected to see summer youth writing camps as 
opportunities for teachers to learn new ways to teach writing. Simmons (2004) has noted 
of the Oklahoma State Writing Project summer youth writing projects,
Although the Youth Writing Project was not designed as professional 
development, the staff — teacher-consultants from the OSUWP — 
often cited this summer experience as some of the best professional 
development in their careers. Teacher-consultants who directed or 
worked at the camps remember an environment in which they felt 
supported to take instructional risks, where they planned and reflected 
together, and where they had the luxury of a very small student-teacher 
ratio. (p. 1)
The Oklahoma State Writing Project built on its successful summer experiences, 
partnering with several urban schools to run summer youth writing camps. Writing 
project teacher-consultants worked with other teachers in each school to plan and carry 
out the summer project. As Simmons (2004) observed, 
Critical to the success of the [project] was the fact that it happens in 
the summer. Without the daily pressure of school business and grading, 
teachers can take a relaxed inquiry stance toward their experience. 
Teachers have time to interact, share ideas, plan together, and build a 
professional collegiality that continues into the school year. Teachers also 
have time to try new approaches and discuss them with colleagues during 
a debriefing time at the end of each day’s session. Teacher-consultants 
presented writing workshops, modeled lessons, and offered advice in a 
relaxed setting with time to answer questions and address the specific 
needs of teachers and their students. The teachers got on-site support 
while they were teaching. (p. 2)  
We would like to approach a school, in which one of our teacher-consultants works, 
about serving as a site for a summer 2010 youth writing project. In Oklahoma, they 
discovered that the presence of a writing project teacher-consultant seemed crucial to the 
success of such a partnership (Simmons, 2004). 
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Final Reflection
Sheila, Carrie, and I initially founded the SYWP to provide a space for “wanna-be 
writers,” those youngsters in our classrooms who, with nurturing, might grow to see 
themselves as real writers. We were so intent on building a program to nurture young 
writers that we never considered how we, as teachers and writers ourselves, might 
also benefit. Yet the energy and enthusiasm generated from the young writers greatly 
motivated us, validating our assumptions that children would thrive in this type of 
environment, just as teachers do during the writing project summer institutes. The 
collaborative aspect of our teaching was a valuable component that is often absent 
from regular school-year teaching. Prior to the project’s first day, Sheila, Carrie, and 
I researched the craft of writing, designed mini-lessons together, and debated which 
activities to include. During the project we observed each other’s lessons, discussed the 
successes and failures, and learned from one another. After the last writer had left we sat 
around and discussed the way things had gone and made a plan for the next year.
Working together in the SYWP gave each of us fresh perspectives on our classroom 
teaching and helped us think outside the box about ways we might create opportunities 
for young writers in our area. We would like to continue to explore ways in which 
the summer project can be used to introduce other teachers to the National Writing 
Project — and to the ways young writers can be immersed in the writer’s life. 
Steve and I also enjoyed our partnership. Steve has long wanted the Hoosier Writing 
Project (HWP) to run summer youth writing projects, recognizing the desire some 
parents and children have for such a summer program and hearing about the value other 
National Writing Projects sites found in running their summer youth programs. HWP 
had previously partnered with the National Youth Sports Program (NYSP) to incorporate 
a writing strand in their summer sports camps for economically disadvantaged and 
underserved youth ages 10–16. Those camps, held at four Indiana universities, used 
sports as a means to develop higher academic goals in young people. The writing strand 
in summer 2005 resulted in significant improvements in campers’ attitudes toward and 
facility with writing through the use of journals, creative poetry and prose activities, and 
publishing of final anthologies of the young people’s writing (Wiedow, 2005).  
Therefore, when I proposed this summer youth writing project, Steve was 
enthusiastic. He realized that I understood what other NWP sites had realized: that 
summer was a natural time to demonstrate for educators the value of a writing workshop 
approach to writing instruction and to show that writing could be an enjoyable activity 
for young people and their teachers. As I shared my plans, reported on the project’s first 
summer, and explored new possibilities for the second summer, this university-school-
community writing center partnership proved its worth to all parties. Collaborating 
on this article allowed us to bring together scholarship practice and reflection. Writing 
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together in summer institutes brings new energy and insights to teachers, and writing 
together “long distance” brings its own rewards.
Through summer youth writing projects, the much misunderstood “summers off” 
can become a valuable time for students and teachers, a laboratory for the kind of writing 
workshop we would like to see in every child’s classroom from August to June. 
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